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Pinterest Girl
Lilly Wilcox

EPISODE TWO OF "BY THE WAY"
An Original Podcast by Isabella Varecka and Hannah Bakos

Click here to listen to episode
two  of "By The Way"

Scan the QR code to 
listen now!

Graphite on paper
Picture is by Olya Kobrusea, portrait photographer

in Barcelona and Spain
 

Scrolling through Pinterest as I do, I found
inspiration in a photo of a woman. Her face’s stark

difference in color from her coat drew me in,
bright, moon-colored skin with a dark sky reflected

in her clothes. Capturing the depth of her dark
hair and outfit with graphite took time, but I am

pleased with the outcome of the drawing. Looking
closely under her chin, you can see my blunder

when drawing her thumb, which shows my great
room for growth. I can’t wait to become a better

artist and be able to replicate the vast complexity
of the human form on paper.

 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NkWCJCzIEcmDyxZhZGw28N9wpM9uOXKs/view?usp=sharing


Ten questions asked to a random student each issue.
Have a question you want to ask? Let us know!

 
Issue 2: Eowyn Colley

 
Q: What advice do you have for the world?

A: Um, stop talking, listen to other people and you can
learn a lot about other things 

 
Q: What kind of cat would you wanna be?

A: Probably a long haired - um probably a long haired
calico 

 
Q: What inspires you ?

A: Probably the McElroy brothers, they have a podcast. So,
Justin, Griffin, and Travis

 
Q: Who is your style icon?

A: Uh, myself 
 

Q: How dare you?
A: I know I shouldn’t have 

 
Q: Taylor Swift?

A: Uh, She’s cool. I would probably rather her be an
inspirational speaker than a song writer though 

 
Q: What does your name mean? 

A: It means- It’s actually from lord of the rings. It’s the
princess from lord of the rings that kills the witch 

 
Q: How did you dye your hair?

A: How did I dye my hair? It’s boxed dyed!
 

Q: What grade are you in?
A: I’m a junior 

 
Q: What do you hope to achieve in a lifetime?

A: I hope to achieve to be - uh- kinda something that like,
not inspires a whole group of people like the world but

definitely an inspiration to a majority of a certain
population.

Review your past work from the course. (Tests, quizzes,
notes, worksheets)
Take practice tests/exams to test your knowledge.
Make sure you are familiar with the question types you
will be asked on said exam.
Find out how the test will be laid out. (Multiple choice,
short answer, long answer, etc.)
Use review books or text books to study (if you have
them).
Make flashcards to help memorize material if needed.
Seek extra help from teachers if you are not clear on a
subject.
Take additional notes from the work you already have
done.
Watch YouTube videos on the material you need to
review. Some go more in depth so that you can learn
more efficiently.
Make sure to take time out of any day you possibly can
to prep! It will be worth it!
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How to Prep for Regents Exams! 
Grace Peracciny

A Rainbow Corpse 
Lilly Wilcox

An old man sits in his dusty old chair

the same old chair he sits in every old day

after doing his everyday chores

and he sits and he eats and props up his feets

and says "boy it'd be great to stop being old and gray"

And so he sits and thinks as his time shrinks

and then he thinks he's done being old and gray

so he takes out his paints and starts with his toes and

ends with his nose

and now he's not old or gray, not in this world anyway!

TowPath 10
Bella Varecka
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    Imagining having a thirteen hour school day with no breaks, heavy
workload, and little help. That is the life that most of our students are facing,
from as young as First Grade kids are facing these overwhelming workloads
which can and does cause these students to burnout.  “Burnout is a state of
mental, physical, or emotional exhaustion. Burnout in children happens when
kids are faced with ongoing stress or frustration with no chance to relax and
 

Wake up at 5:30 am for school 
Shower 5:40-6:00am 
Breakfast 6:30am
Leave for school at 7:15am
School from 7:40am-2:15pm (3 honors classes, Chorus and Band, No Lunch)
After school Musical rehearsal from 2:30-5:30pm
Dinner at 6:00pm
Dance Lesson at 7:30-9:00pm
Homework from 9:30-11:00pm
Sleep from 11:15-5:30 (6hr 15 minutes of sleep) 

recharge.”(Lexi Walters Wright). When we look at most kids' schedules for their day to day life it is so full of activities
that even a well rounded adult would struggle with managing it. The way that our school system is set up most
students just go through the motions of their day getting shuffled from one room to another for six and half hours a
day, and after that they have to balance family life, a social life, homework, clubs and extracurricular activities, and a
job in some instances. After surveying classes I found that 57 out of 92 students feel like their schedules are
overwhelming and exhausting for them, that translates to 62% of these students out of 4 high school classes are
feeling burnout. 

 I asked one student to share their daily schedule and it is as follows:

     When looking at that breakdown of a schedule it shows that some students are not meeting their daily human
needs on a daily basis, like a full 8 hours of sleep and minimum 3 meals a day. These children are still growing and
learning and developing and with them being completely flooded with activity and no time to rest it is no surprise that
students are struggling with managing stress. 

     Managing stress can be difficult for anybody whether you're a fourth grader managing your workload or a 40 year
old managing your workload. So when kids feel alone or like they have a support system it can cause a severe burnout
when accompanied with their workload. 

Burnt-out, and Still Burning 
Alexa Hufnagel

Depression: You don't want to do anything, they have lost interest in things they like to do, and they have
decreased attention or effectiveness when doing things.
Anxiety: You are feeling some anxiety for no known reason or acting overly anxious. The inability to relax, or not
sleeping well (having nightmares, restless, etc) are all signs of anxiety.
Insomnia: You are suffering from insomnia if they are unable to get to sleep at night or they wake up and can't go
back to sleep. 
Eating habits: You are either overeating or undereating—both are a response to being stressed.
Emotional behavior: You are giving in to impulsive behavior, more than normal, and is showing signs of
emotional instability (extreme anger, fear or sadness), more than normal. 

Signs that you or someone you know is experiencing being Burnt Out:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

https://www.understood.org/articles/en/signs-of-school-frustration
https://www.verywellmind.com/reasons-for-not-sleeping-well-and-how-to-fix-350760
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   6. Physical pain: You are experiencing neck or back pain. 
   7. Missing periods: Many health conditions can cause you to miss your menstrual cycle; stress may be one reason.
   8. Health issues: You are experiencing stomach ache, dizziness, dryness of throat and mouth.
   9. Nervous behavior: You are acting hyper, have emotional tension or alertness not usual to their personality
   (including high-pitched voice or nervous laughter).
  10.Risky behavior: Increased risk-taking behavior can be a sign of burnout. For example, smoking, drinking alcohol,
or experimenting with sex or drugs sometimes point to underlying problems such as burnout. (Denise Witmer). 
Ways to help someone get through being burnt out is just being there for people, helping them with something they
are struggling with, being a support system, helping them make good choices and steering them away from
destructive decisions. 

   People experiencing chronic burnout could lead to physical damage and mental damage to the person experiencing
it as well as could lead to damage with the person's relationships. That is why it is so important to try to help people
through periods of being burnt out as well as trying to take care of yourself and take rest periods so that we could
avoid burnout in as many situations as possible. 

Review of Sharp Objects 
Nico Radwanski

WARNING: Please be aware that this article contains fictional themes of self-injury, mental health
disorders, and graphic violence.

 
“If you had to describe Sharp Objects by award-winning author Gillian Flynn in three words, what would they be?”

 
Gut-wrenching, terrifying, skin-crawling, depressing, nauseating…  to name a few.

 
Sharp Objects, a psychological thriller novel released in 2006, is written from the P.O.V. of journalist Camille Preaker
as she returns to her southern hometown to investigate two chilling murders of children. Fresh from her stay at a

mental ward, Camille’s relocation to her childhood Victorian mansion extracts her past trauma, and invites in more. 
 

Her mother, Adora Crellin, a neurotic-hypochondriac is reluctant to accept Camille in her house, as she arrived
unannounced. Adora took pride in her care for her children, primarily Amma, Camille’s frisky teenage half sister, to an
extreme extent. Camille’s investigation consisted of grim discoveries that the topic of was unwanted in Adora’s home,
and Adora was heavy on shielding Amma from the dark details that Camille would bring into their seemingly perfect

atmosphere. 
 

“I knew those children, Camille. I’m having a very hard time, as you can imagine. Dead little girls. Who would do that?”
 

What was discovered by Camille were the unfathomable and twisted killings of the two young girls, Ann Nash and
Natalie Keene. The girls were found after their disappearances coated in makeup, dressed up, and their teeth

extracted, all while being propped up in random locations like dolls inside of a dollhouse.
 

Prior to her return to her hometown, Wind Gap, Camille had rightfully left her mother and birth-father after the death
of her sister, Marian. Having to deal with the death of her sister at a young age only to, later in life, deal with even

more death of even more little girls. The psychological backflips that Camille endured drove her to a relapse  of self
harm. Camille’s struggle with depression brought an unusual coping method, etching random words into her skin. 

 



Many of you probably know of the joyous stories that are told during the holiday season such as Santa but do you
know of the spine chilling ones. In Austria in 2013 the krampus festivals started bringing in many people from all over
the world who knew of the stories. Since then the festivals have spread mainly in Europe but in other parts of the
world as well. You're probably wondering “who is Krampus?” Well, let's go back to 12th century Germany when all of
this started. While St.Nicholas was giving the well behaved children their gifts, Krampus arose from the underworld
and captured the bad children taking them back down with him. Since St.Nick was such a holy and pleasant person,
Krampus was portrayed to be the complete opposite. He very closely resembled the devil including hooved feet,
horns, black fur, and more. 

This legend was used as a way to get children to act properly. I mean if i'm being honest “The Christmas devil” is way
scarier than coal.
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Vanish, dirt, fix, ripe, closer, cherry, falling, milk, are just some, but those are the words that happen to be the titles of
the eight-episode show on HBO that is directly based off of the book. This miniseries stars actress Amy Adams, who

had to completely envelope herself in the deteriorating and traumatized character of Camille to fully fit the role. 
 

As the novel and the investigation progresses, Camille’s sanity unravels ,and her chances of returning to Chicago as
the woman she was before, slim, page by page. To fully understand the levels and lengths that the killer had to go
to, Camille had to dive in to the grit of the murders, like the strength needed to remove human teeth, is the killer a

man? Or the ability to move a human body throughout a town swiftly; is the killer a child? Or who would possess the
makeup and dresses to adorn the girls; is the killer a woman?

 
Sharp Objects sends you to the depths of the brilliant imagination of Gillian Flynn, a bestselling author of another

popular book Gone Girl, which was also adapted into film in 2014.

Krampus Festival 
Olivia Hufnagel 
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A Statue in the Woods
Lilly Wilcox
Sitting in the woods; warm, soft. 
Animals going through their daily chores
A forest alive. 
Across the web of tight ropes bushytail creatures create a
myriad of noises, 
mingling with with swooshing wings and foliage

Smooth breeze, kind wind,
The ground is alive; bugs, roots, mycelia
Tunnels snaking through rich soil 
Redolent, churning leaves; creeping clouds 

Dimming light filters 
Critters run home; creatures stir 
Cool breeze flutters leaves 
The ground remains warm,
Noises change. 

A new orb rises 
Crisp cool beams 
Pinpricks show through clouds
the gentle wind agitates. 
Chirping life concealed with bristling leaves and tumbling
gales
A blue hue settles

A creature mourns 
others yap with excitement 
the first drip drops
The leader inspiring a chorus of followers 

Branches crash and gales whip
The great oak shudders and it’s residences quiver 
Gone are pinpricks, gone are the momentary beams,
The web alters; changed tunnels collapse and armies
disappear 
Hills carved and streams excised 
Warm savior dares to break the cloud cover
Creatures slink to sleep. 
Critters exhale 
gone are gales 
tunnels rebuilt 
branches grown 
bushy tailed animals scurry the new tightropes. 

Moment of respite; spring has begun
In outstretched palms rain remains.

Mr. Morale & The Big Steppers by
Kendrick Lamar, Album Review
Marcus Hammond

As a note if anybody decides to listen to this album, it
does cover quite heavy topics, so keep that in mind. A
long 5 year wait after Kendrick's last album, DAMN., his
5th studio album Mr. Morale & The Big Steppers was
released on May 13th, 2022. This is a double album, the
first disc starting at United in Grief and the second disc
starting at Count Me Out. For me personally, I stayed up
until the midnight release of the album and listened to it
a few more times afterwards. Initially it wasn't what I
expected and I was a bit disappointed at first, but after
the second listen I really enjoyed it and only liked it more
and more with each listen.

While I don't feel right touching on some of the topics
covered on this album, I'll cover some songs I really love
personally. The first track I want to talk about is the first
track of the album, United in Grief. While this song
doesn't have a unifying topic I can pick up on at least, it
serves a sort of stream of consciousness song. The
vocals in the intro from Sam Dew & Whitney Alford are
absolutely beautiful and an amazing introduction to the
album. The topics in this song range from Kendrick
talking about how he's been going through something
since the release of DAMN., general mentions of rich
culture, and mentions of going to therapy. The
instrumental on this song is amazing, starting out with
simple piano chords, then slowly building up with big
drum rolls, strings, and synths. 



The next track I'll bring up is Father Time. This song is about Kendrick's relationship with his father, bringing up how he
went right back to work very soon after his mother died, how Kendrick hid how he felt to not be called weak by his
father, and how Kendrick affected his own relationships with his trauma from his father. This is a very heavy song, being
very confessional and very straightforward with his relationship with his father. The instrumental on this track is great,
mainly being a flipped sample with some punchy drums on it. I think overall this is one of my favorite instrumentals
from the album. The final track I'll talk about is We Cry Together. I'll bring up the instrumental first, being produced by
The Alchemist. It implements a very prominent piano melody along with a bassline and drum groove that works insanely
well. Onto the contents of the song, and it's definitely one of the heaviest on the album, if not the most heavy. It's a
domestic argument, being acted out by Kendrick and Taylour Paige. The acting is incredible here, especially by Taylour
Paige. The way her voice cracks adds so much emotion to the song. The argument gets very ugly, getting into misogyny
and petty things like Kendrick holding the keys away from his partner. This song is definitely one of my favorites from
the album, being very well written and very well acted.

Overall, this album is fantastic. It's something I would definitely recommend most people to listen to, with its variety of
unique sounds and good coverage of various heavy topics. I don't like the idea of putting it in a score yet, but if I had to
it would be a solid 9/10 for me.
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Mr. Morale & The Big Steppers by Kendrick Lamar, Album Review Cont.
Marcus Hammond
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Eager to see them in action? You still have time. LHS Advanced Jazz Ensemble will be performing at Spaulding Ace
Hardware’s 200th anniversary celebration on June 18th, along with other community groups. 

 
On June 4, 2022, LHS Wind Ensemble, LHS Concert Band, and LHS Mixed Chorus competed at a Music in The Parks
competition at Darien Lake. Dozens of school districts competed against each other at an all day event. LHS Mixed

Chorus came in second place, and the LHS bands were given high remarks. Students participating in the competition
were able to spend the rest of the day enjoying Darien Lake.

 

LHS Advanced Jazz Ensemble Wins Gold With Distinction, The Highest
Rank You Can Get, LHS Wind Ensemble competes at Darien Lake 
Dylan Ross

On April 28, 2022, the Lockport High School
Advanced Jazz Ensemble competed at

Williamsville North High School against NYSSMA
standards. The Jazz group performed the songs
Isfahan, Barnburner, and The Cannonball Run.
After competing, the group was awarded “gold

with distinction”, the highest rank there is,
against the New York State School Music

Association (NYSSMA) standards. This was the
first time in decades that a jazz group from LHS

was awarded with this level of distinction. LHS AJE getting ready to perform on stage. (Williamsville North’s band room)
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